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Abstract. We derive a method for extended depth-of-focus imaging,
i.e., a method to render a 2-D image of a thick specimen, such that all
the structures within the specimen appear in focus and with greatly
increased contrast. We acquire a single image while moving the
specimen through focus. The resulting image, which is severely
blurred and has very low contrast, is then deconvolved. In the decon-
volved image, the entire depth of the specimen is in focus. Because
the image is collected continuously while the specimen moves
through focus, the acquisition time is short. Likewise, because the
deconvolution is done in 2-D, it is done very quickly even with an
iterative algorithm. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

he rate of acquisition of fluorescent signals in 3-D using
igital imaging-based microscopy is a critical factor in a num-
er of applications, particularly in high-throughput micros-
opy. Because the depth of focus is relatively shallow, and
ecomes shallower as the resolving power of the objective
ens improves �as the numerical aperture increases�, it is nec-
ssary to acquire image samples at multiple levels of focus in
he object of interest to avoid missing potentially important
ources of signal. In applications requiring large sample sizes,
he rate of acquisition sets an upper limit on possible through-
ut. In applications where the object of interest moves during
cquisition, this rate correlates directly with the amount of
lur in the acquired images. The method presented here is
esigned specifically to increase the rate of acquisition of sig-
al originating throughout 3-D samples of interest.

Current practice is to acquire individual 2-D image planes
t discrete levels in the specimen by moving focus between
ach acquisition, then to combine these planes to produce 3-D
tacks �or “volumes”�, which are processed further as needed.
ollection of multiple individual planes introduces delays be-
ause: 1. quickly changing focus introduces vibrations in the
ample, which degrade the image, but waiting for the vibra-
ions to dampen or slowly moving focus slows the process;
nd 2. images must be collected, digitized, and transmitted
ndividually. In wide-field microscopy, delays from the second
f these problems arise in part from time intervals required to
pen and close illumination and camera shutters. In confocal
canning microscopy �CSM� and multiphoton fluorescence

ddress all correspondence to Jose-Angel Conchello, Molecular, Cell, and De-
elopmental Biology, Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation, 825 NE 13th
treet - Oklahoma City, OK 73104 United States of America; Tel: �405� 271–

137; Fax: �405� 271–7312; E-mail: jose-conchello@omrf.org
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excitation microscopy �MPFEM�, long image-collection time
is due to the need to scan the illumination over the specimen.
Shorter confocal acquisition times may be possible with alter-
native confocal methods, but images made with each of the
confocal methods include only a thin layer of the specimen,
and it is likely that not all the structures of interest are con-
tained in that thin layer. In this regard, image volumes ac-
quired using wide-field microscopy benefit from detecting
fluorescence further away from each plane of focus, while
simultaneously suffering image degradation by the addition of
out-of-focus blur. Deconvolution reduces the blur in 3-D im-
age volumes, but is computationally burdensome.

An extended depth of focus �EDOF� method, i.e., one that
would allow obtaining 2-D images in which all portions of a
thick specimen appear in focus, would greatly benefit high-
throughput microscopy. An existing method for EDOF is
wavefront coding. In this method, a phase mask is placed in
the objective back focal plane �BFP� �or at a plane conjugate
to the BFP� that distorts the imaging characteristics of the
objective in such a way that, although they are severely de-
graded, they are practically independent of the depth at which
the objective is focused.1 Wavefront coding, however, is not
yet applicable to the high numerical aperture �NA� objectives
necessary for high-resolution imaging. Here we present a
method for EDOF that is applicable to any objective and,
although slower than wavefront coding, is more rapid than the
existing methods outlined before. The method is based on
collecting a through-focus image as a single 2-D image and
then deconvolving this image using existing algorithms for
deconvolution. Part of this work is described by us in a United
States patent.2 This work is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the mathematical foundations of the proposed
1083-3668/2007/12�6�/064026/7/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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ethod. Section 3 presents the results of applying the pro-
osed method to fluorescent images. In Sec. 4 we describe
esearch projects in which we have successfully applied the
DOF method we developed. Section 5 compares results us-

ng different deconvolution methods, in particular linear ver-
us nonlinear. In Sec. 6 we analyze the sensitivity of our
ethod to using a point spread function �PSF� that is not at a

epth representative of the specimen, and show that the
ethod is rather robust to a mismatch in the PSF depth. In
ec. 7 we present important earlier developments that relate to

he proposed method, but that in one way or another fell short
f the goal of the method we propose here of a fast and robust
ethod for rendering 2-D images with extended depth of fo-

us. Lastly, Sec. 8 summarizes our conclusions and describes
irections for possible enhancements to the proposed method.

Description of the Method
nder imaging conditions that often hold, fluorescent image

ormation can be approximated as the 3-D convolution

g�xi� =�
O

s�xo�h�xi − xo�dxo

=�
−�

� �
−�

� �
−�

�

s�xo�h�xi − xo�dxo, �1�

here s�xo� is the specimen function, i.e., the concentration of
uorescent dye at xo= �xo ,yo ,zo� in object space O; g�xi� is

he image intensity, i.e., the recorded pixel value at xi
�xi ,yi ,zi� in image space I; and h�xi−xo� is the point spread

unction �PSF� of the microscope, the intensity at a point xi in
he image space due to a unit point source of light at xo in
bject space.

In our method, the image is not collected as a 3-D stack,
ut as a 2-D image. More specifically, it is collected by open-
ng the camera and illumination shutters and moving the mi-
roscope stage or objective through focus. This has the effect
f accumulating in the charge-coupled device �CCD� chip the
ntensity at all the planes through which the microscope is
ocused. The resulting 2-D image is

g2�ri� =�
zi�I

g�xi�dzi =�
zi�I

dzi�
O

dxos�xo�h�xi − xo� ,

�2�

here ri= �xi ,yi� is a 2-D point in image space and g2�ri� is
he pixel value at ri of the resulting 2-D image. If the data
ollection is taken over a large enough depth such that the
ntegrals along the z axes �zi and zo� can be considered to be
ractically from minus to plus infinity, Eq. �2� can be written
s

g2�ri� =�
�−�,−��

��,��

dro�
−�

�

dzos�xo��
−�

�

dzih�xi − xo� . �3�
he innermost integral in Eq. �3�,

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064026-
h2�ri − ro� =�
−�

�

dzih�xi − xo� , �4�

is independent of the z-axes coordinates. We define the 2-D
projection of the specimen function as

s2�ro� =�
−�

�

s�xo�dzo. �5�

That is, s2�ro� is an image of s�xo� in which all structures are
in focus at the same time, regardless of their depth, i.e., an
extended depth-of-focus image of s�xo�. Substituting Eqs. �4�
and �5� into Eq. �3�, we get

g2�ri� =�
ro�O

h2�ri − ro�s2�ro�dro. �6�

Equation �6� is the 2-D convolution of h2�•� and s2�•� defined
by Eqs. �3� and �4�. Therefore, to obtain the extended depth of
focus �EDOF� projection of the specimen function in Eq. �5�,
one needs to invert �i.e., deconvolve� Eq. �6� using a 2-D PSF
that is an integrated-intensity projection of the 3-D PSF. It is
possible to obtain Eq. �6� using the central slice theorem of
the Fourier transform. However, the previous derivation more
clearly shows the relation between the image collected by
moving the specimen through focus while the shutter is open
and the 2-D projections of the specimen function and PSF.

There are many approaches for deconvolving incoherent
imagery. For the images presented here, we use a maximum-
likelihood �ML� approach based on the expectation-
maximization �EM� formalism of Dempster, Laird, and
Rubin.3 The ML-EM algorithm that results can be found in
Ref. 4. However, the algorithm is somewhat slow for routine
application, and thus in our regular research we use faster
constrained ML deconvolution algorithms that we have
derived.5

3 Experimental Methods and Results
We tested the method in two ways. First, we collected a 3-D
stack of images and then collapsed the stack into a 2-D
integrated-intensity projection image that was deconvolved as
described before. The original 3-D stack was also decon-
volved with the same algorithm. This approach somewhat al-
lows us to compare the resolution obtainable with the method
presented here against that of the much slower method of 3-D
data acquisition and deconvolution. The second test was done
with images collected by leaving the camera and illumination
shutters open while the microscope stage was moving through
focus. For both cases, the 3-D PSF of the microscope was
computed from the model of Gibson and Lanni6 using Gauss-
Kronrod quadrature7,8 to numerically evaluate the integrals.
The 2-D PSF was calculated from the 3-D PSF using Euler’s
method. We are currently investigating how the choice of
more precise quadrature methods affects the PSF and, more
importantly, the deconvolved image.

3.1 Three-Dimensional Stack
The first test image is from fluorescently labeled actin fila-
ments in yeast cells collected with a 60� /1.4 NA objective.

The image has 128�128�128 cubic pixels 0.11 �m on
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ach side �3-D stack courtesy of Karpova at the National Can-
er Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Mary-
and�. Figure 1 shows the recorded and deconvolved EDOF
mages. Figure 1�a� is a 2-D projection of the 3-D stack ob-
ained by adding all the 2-D optical slices into a single image.
igure 1�b� is the 2-D deconvolution of Fig. 1�a� using the
-D PSF defined in Eq. �4� and 3000 iterations of the EM-M
lgorithm. Figures 1�c� and 1�d� are obtained by deconvolving
he 3-D stack using a 3-D PSF and the EM-ML algorithm for
000 and 3000 iterations, respectively. The time required by
he 2-D deconvolution in Fig. 1�b� is about two orders of

agnitude shorter than the time required for Fig. 1�d� that
ses the same number of iterations. Despite this large time
ifference, the results obtained by the two methods are
imilar.

.2 Two-Dimensional Projection
igure 2 shows images of 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole-
tained nuclei from an approximately 7.1-�m-thick section of
ouse kidney. The images were collected with a 100
1.4 NA oil-immersion objective and a Roper Scientific

Trenton, New Jersey� Quantix57 CCD camera driven by
ustom-written software. The pixels are 80-nm squares. The
hrough-focus excursion was 60 �m �from approximately
6.5 �m above to approximately 26.5 �m below the speci-
en�. For PSF computation, the fluorescent wavelength �f
456 nm, and we assumed that the specimen was immedi-

tely below the coverslip. We obtained nearly identical re-
ults, assuming the specimen to be 3.5 �m under the cover-
lip.

Two nuclei that appear bright and well focused when the
ocus is set at the top of the section �Fig. 2�a�� are blurred
hen the focus is set at the bottom of the section �Fig. 2�b��

nd, in one case �in the upper right-hand corner�, obscured by
n in-focus nucleus. In the through-focus image �Fig. 2�c��, all
he nuclei are visible but are severely blurred. The blur, how-

ig. 1 Image of fluorescently labeled actin filaments. �a� 2-D projec-
ion obtained from a 3-D stack. �b� 2-D deconvolution of �a�. �c� and
d� 2-D maximum intensity projections of 3-D images deconvolved
or 1000 and 3000 iterations, respectively.
ver, is removed in the deconvolved image �Fig. 2�d��.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064026-
4 Application to Our Research
The method presented here was developed in response to our
need to obtain location information from thick specimens
when the time to collect a 3-D stack is inadequately long.
Here we list two examples in which the acquisition of full
stacks are limiting: 1. time-lapse acquisition of fluorescent
spots that rapidly move out of focus, and 2. identification of
labeled cells within a relatively large subject. In both in-
stances, our approach significantly increases throughput at the
imaging stage. The reduced image acquisition time is because
our method avoids multiple start-and-stop focusing move-
ments and delays caused by the multiple shutter opening and
closing, and by multiple data transfers from camera to com-
puter to storage. Furthermore, deconvolution times and data
storage requirements are considerably reduced. Deconvolu-
tion time is reduced not only because of the reduction from
3-D to 2-D, but also because for routine work, instead of the
EM algorithm, we use the faster algorithms we developed for
maximum-likelihood constrained deconvolution.5 In addition,
although the result is a 2-D image, it is entirely adequate to
address common research problems.

In our time-lapse acquisition of fluorescent spots, the ap-
proach presented here allows us to track fluorescent protein-
tagged chromosome regions as they move around the living
Saccharomyces cerevisiae nucleus, imaging at a rate of two
full frames of 1392�1040 pixels per second. With our equip-
ment, this is a significantly better temporal resolution than we
can achieve with 7-slice stacks using only 1/8 of the frame,
and thus greatly increases our efficiency in terms of imaging
time per cell. In this experiment, the issues are to identify
when rapid movements begin and stop, as assessed in large
numbers of cells so that rare events are not missed, and to
determine whether the rates of movement are different in dif-
ferent cell types. The method presented in this work has

Fig. 2 Images of nuclei in mouse kidney. Top: �a� and �b� focused at
the top and bottom of the volume, respectively. �c� 2-D projection
collected by moving the specimen through focus with the camera and
excitation shutters open. �d� 2-D deconvolution of �c� using the
EM-ML algorithm. �Scale bar �8 �m.�
proven completely acceptable in this regard, and superior to

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�3
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ull stacks in particular, because of the more rapid throughput.
For the identification of labeled cells within a relatively

arge subject, the approach presented here provides an image
dequate to identify the presence or absence of a fluorescently
abeled cell in large numbers of C. elegans adults �where im-
ge throughput is important� without first having to identify
he proper plane of focus. The need to first identify such a
lane would be detrimental for automated screening of large
opulations of worms.

Linear Versus Nonlinear Deconvolution
t is often argued that for 2-D deconvolution of microscopic
mages, it is unnecessary to use nonlinear methods, such as
he EM-ML described earlier or the Jansson-van Cittert

ethod of repeated convolution,9–11 the argument being that
he 2-D optical transfer function �OTF� does not suffer from
he missing cone that affects the 3-D OTF of wide-field mi-
roscopes. In fact, the 2-D OTF corresponding to either
�ro ,0� �for thin specimens� or to h2�ro� given in Eq. �4�, are
onzero over a circle of radius 2 NA /� in the spatial fre-
uency domain, and there are no regions inside this circle
here the OTF is zero. However, because the OTF is exactly

ero outside this circle, linear deconvolution methods
whether iterative or not� cause artifacts in the estimated
pecimen function, the main artifact being pixels with nega-
ive values that result from enhancing frequency components
ithin the passband of the OTF without obtaining the out-of-
and frequency components necessary to obtain a non-
egative specimen function estimate. We tested two of the
ost widely used linear deconvolution algorithms, namely the
oore-Penrose pseudo-inverse �sometimes referred to as the

inear least squares algorithm12� and a filter based on the
iener filter �or, more properly, the Wiener-Helstrom filter.

ee, for example, pages 206 to 210 of Ref. 13�. In either case,
he Fourier transform of the estimated specimen function is
alculated as

S2��� = G2���W��� ,

here upper case functions denote the 2-D Fourier transform
f the corresponding lower-case function; �= �� ,�� is the 2-D
oordinate in the spatial frequency domain; and W�•� is the
lter function, given by

WMP��� = �1/H2��� for �H2���� � �

0 otherwise
, �7�

or the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse �MPPI� and by

WWH��� = H2
*���/��H2����2 + �� , �8�

or the Wiener-Helstrom �WH� filter. In Eqs. �7� and �8�,
2��� is the OTF corresponding to the PSF h2�ro� in Eq. �4�

the Fourier transform of the latter normalized so that
2�0�=1�; � is a small positive number related to the signal-

o-noise ratio in the image; the superscript * denotes complex
onjugate; and the bars � • � denote the modulus of the complex
uantity within. Figure 3 shows the results of deconvolving
he image in Fig. 1�a� using the MPPI and the WH filters for
ifferent values of �. Figure 3�a� and 3�b� are the results from

he MPPI for �=0.03 and �=0.01, respectively. Values of �

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064026-
larger than 0.03 result in even blurrier images, whereas values
smaller than 0.01 result in noisier images. Figures 3�c� and
3�d� show the results of deconvolving Fig. 1�a� with a Wiener-
Helstrom filter with �=10−3 and �=3�10−4, respectively. As
with the MPPI, values of � larger than10−3 result in blurrier
images, whereas values smaller than 3�10−4 produce noisier
images with little or no gain in resolution. Thus, although
both the WH and MPPI filters are much faster than the
EM-ML and other constrained ML algorithms, the results af-
forded by the latter are vastly superior. This is because H2�	�
is dominated by low frequencies �see Fig. 4�. In fact, compo-
nents with frequencies larger than NA /4� are greatly attenu-
ated in the 2-D projection. Thus, the MPPI and WH filters
enhance only a very limited band of spatial frequencies. On
the other hand, it has been shown by us4 and by others14 that
the EM-ML algorithm uses the frequency components passed
by the imaging system to obtain the frequency components
that are either blocked or severely attenuated by the imaging
system. This capability is of great help in the current applica-
tion where the practical cut-off frequency is severely reduced
by the projection in z.

Fig. 3 Linear deconvolution of actin filaments. �a� and �b� Moore-
Penrose pseudo-inverse for �=0.03 and �=0.01, respectively.
�c� and �d� Deconvolution by Wiener-Helstrom filter for �=10−3 and
�=3�10−4, respectively.

Fig. 4 Frequency response of the microscope for 2-D imaging. The
upper curve is the OTF for imaging a thin specimen in focus. The

lower curve is the OTF for 2-D projection.

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�4
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Sensitivity to Point Spread Function-Depth
Mismatch

e obtain the PSF we use for deconvolution from the theo-
etical model of Gibson and Lanni6 at a representative depth
f the specimen under the coverslip. For example, if a
0-�m-thick specimen extends from 15 to 25 �m under the
overslip, ideally we would use a PSF calculated for a depth
f 20 �m. Unfortunately, it is impossible to know a priori the
epth spanned by the specimen, and thus the depth at which
e calculate the PSF—the mid-depth through the volume

ollected—is unlikely to be halfway through the specimen
nd might even be outside the specimen depth. We assessed
he sensitivity of the deconvolved image to the mismatch be-
ween the depth of the specimen and the depth at which the
SF is calculated with a simulation. We generated images at
ifferent depths and then deconvolved with PSFs calculated
lso at different depths. For this simulation, we generated 3-D
ynthetic images using PSFs that vary with the depth under
he coverslip as

g�xi� =�
O

h�ri − ro,zi,zo�s�xo�dxo, �9�

here zi is the plane in the image space conjugate to the plane
t which the microscope is focused, and xi, xo, ri, ro, and zo
re defined as before. To implement Eq. �9� in the computer,
e generated numerically a 3-D specimen and a sequence of
-D PSFs. The specimen consisted of nine ellipsoids of dif-
erent brightness and sizes. All the ellipsoids have their two
ajor axes equal and parallel and perpendicular to the optical

xis �so they look like as circles in the 2-D image�. The major
xes ranged from 1.6 to 2.6 �m, and the minor axes from 0.6
o 1.6 �m. The ellipsoids do not overlap in 3-D space, but
ome of their 2-D projections do overlap. The specimen was
ssumed to be in an aqueous medium with refractive index
s=1.33. The synthetic specimen has 256�256�64 cubic
ixels with 0.1 �m per side. To generate the images accord-
ng to Eq. �9�, we generated a sequence of 64 3-D PSFs cov-
ring the depth of the specimen �e.g., from 0 to 6.3 �m for
he image shown in Fig. 5�. Each of the PSFs was calculated
ver a grid with 256�256�256 pixels. For the PSF,
e assumed a 100�1.4 NA oil-immersion objective

noil=1.515� and a fluorescent wavelength of 530 nm. After
enerating the image numerically using a sampled version of
q. �9�, we added all the planes in the image to obtain a 2-D

mage equivalent to the one we would obtain with the
hrough-focus sweep. We then deconvolved the resulting 2-D
mage using 2-D PSFs calculated at different depths. Figures
�a� and 5�b� show the 2-D projection of a simulated speci-
en function and a through-focus image whose central plane

s about 3.2 �m under the coverglass. Figures 5�c� and 5�d�
how the deconvolution of this image with PSFs calculated at
he correct depth and 50 �m away from the correct depth,
espectively.Even though the projection PSF is used to obtain
he deconvolution in Fig. 5�c�, the restored image is very
imilar to the synthetic specimen function �Fig. 5�a��. Also,
lthough the image restored with a PSF at a wrong depth is
omewhat artifactual, it is still possible to accurately deter-
ine the location of the different ellipsoids. Figure 6 shows
rightness traces along the diagonal of the box shown in Fig.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064026-
5�b�. There is little difference between the deconvolved image
obtained with the correct PSF �circles� and with PSFs up to
about 40-�m mismatch �squares�. However, a PSF-depth
mismatch of about 50 �m results in an artifactual deconvolu-
tion. In these simulations, the image covered a depth of ap-
proximately 25 �m, and therefore using a PSF calculated
anywhere within the recorded volume gives results very simi-
lar to those obtained with the correct PSF.

7 Earlier Developments
A method to render images with EDOF was proposed by
Holmes et al.,15 in which a 3-D stack of images g�xi� is col-
lected and its Fourier transform G�� ,� ,
� is computed. From
the Fourier transform, the central slice G2�	�=G�� ,� ,0� is
extracted. Likewise, the central slice of the OTF H2�	�

Fig. 5 Sensitivity to PSF-depth mismatch. �a� 2-D projection of the
synthetic specimen function. �b� Simulated through-focus image for a
100�1.4 NA oil immersion lens focusing into an aqueous medium.
�c� Deconvolution using the correct PSF. �d� Deconvolution using a
PSF depth wrong by about 50 �m. �Scale bar �10 �m.�

Fig. 6 Brightness traces along deconvolved images. Traces along the
diagonal of the box in Fig. 5. Up to about 40-�m depth mismatch
�squares�, the deconvolution is very similar to that obtained with the
correct PSF �circles�. However, for a mismatch of about 50 �m �tri-

angles�, the deconvolution departs from the correct one.

November/December 2007 � Vol. 12�6�5
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H�� ,� ,0� is extracted. From these central slices, they
alculate the Fourier transform of the estimated specimen
unction

S2�	� = WWH�	�G2�	� ,

here WWH�	� is the Wiener-Helstrom filter described before
Eq. �8��. Although the method proposed here and the one
roposed by Holmes et al.15 are mathematically equivalent,
heir approach requires the collection of a 3-D stack that
reatly increases the data acquisition time and is one of the
ain reasons for using an EDOF image instead of the full 3-D

mage.
Häusler16 and Häusler and Körner17 suggest a method in

hich an image is acquired in the way we propose, that is, by
eeping the camera shutter open while the specimen moves
hrough focus. Häusler16 processes the resulting image with
n optical filter. That is, the recorded image is projected
hrough a lens that has a mask in its back-focal plane. The
ptical density of this mask is proportional to the function

WH�	�. This processing, however, assumes that the image
as formed under coherent illumination, a situation that does
ot apply to fluorescence microscopy. Häusler and Körner17

uggest processing the image by analog electronics using the
o-called 	-filter. That is, a filter whose amplitude is propor-
ional to 	= 		 	 =
�2+�2. The selection of this filter is based
n the observation that the projection OTF �see Fig. 4� is
roportional to 1 /	 except for 	�0. The 	-filter, however, is
nown to greatly amplify high-frequency noise. Häusler and
örner suggest using homomorphic filtering to reduce the
oise. Even with the noise reduction, their method is limited
y the use of a linear filter for deconvolution, which at best
nhances components up to about 1/4 of the cut-off frequency
f the imaging system.

Neither the method proposed by Holmes et al.15 nor that of
äusler et al.16,17 can render an EDOF image with the resolu-

ion afforded by the method we propose.
We have similarly acquired through-focus fluorescent im-

ge data using a spinning disk confocal microscope. In this
pplication, fluorescent signals above and below the volume
o not interfere with the signals of interest, deconvolution is
ot required and, by translating along x as well as z during
wo overlapping acquisitions �positively along x for the first
mage, negatively along x for the second�, have acquired ste-
eo pair images. However, this approach is not as sensitive as
he method described before, and the focus and translation

ovements must be relatively slow to avoid streaking intro-
uced by the moving pinholes.

Conclusions and Future Work
e presented a method to obtain extended depth-of-focus im-

ges that combines a new way to acquire images and a con-
trained deconvolution algorithm. The method allows for fast
ata acquisition by collecting the whole image volume within
single image, thus eliminating the dead time that results

rom stopping and starting focus changes and opening and
losing the illumination and camera shutters. There are, how-
ver, several issues to investigate to optimize the throughput
f the method. For example, how far above and below the
pecimen is it necessary to collect light? If the recorded vol-

me is too small, then Eq. �4� is no longer independent of the

ournal of Biomedical Optics 064026-
axial coordinates zo and zi, and the 2-D recorded image can no
longer be approximated as a 2-D convolution. On the other
hand, a thick volume requires longer exposure time that in-
creases photobleaching and risks saturating the CCD camera.
Another important issue is the choice of the deconvolution
algorithm. The EM-ML we currently used is flexible and ro-
bust, but slow. We have developed deconvolution algorithms
that are significantly faster but less robust �in particular to
truncated data�.5 For the routine application of our method,
we now use these faster algorithms. Finally, we will deter-
mine rapid and high resolution methods for producing stereo
pairs of images.
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